
September Photo Contest Judge’s Comments 

“Colorful” 

 

Judge 1 

1- Good color saturation and sharpness. Bright moon is a bit distracting as is LRH side. 
2- Lovely silhouette of Sand Hill Cranes landing. 
3- Colors, while many, are somewhat muted. Image is very busy. 
4- Colors appear accurate. Good depth of field to soften background 
5- Image is not in focus. Cannot tell what the subject is supposed to be. 
6- Color combination is pretty. Tighter crop to focus in on flowers would help here. 
7- Excellent composition and handling of difficult lighting. Everything that should be in focus 

is. Print this and put this on your wall. 
8- Good depth of field. Could be brighter and sharper. 
9- Too tightly cropped on LHS. Good colors and exposure.             
10- Colors are a bit subdued. Background is a bit bright. What would happen if the subject 

was only one of the flowers? 
11- Marvelous capture. Excellent exposure, composition, and depth of field. 
12- Pleasant still-life image. Highlights and midtones could be a bit brighter. 
13- Black bird is overly bright. Colors of the peppers seems accurate. 
14- Wonderful nighttime capture. Everything is sharp and accurately rendered. Reflections 

are beautiful. 
15- Funny piece of artwork. One side is too dark and the other is overly bright. 
16- Colors of this piece seem accurate. Darkening of RHS could help here 
17- Loads of colors. Nothing is in focus. 
18- Nice assortment of colors and shapes. Background is distracting. A tighter crop could 

help here. 
19- Wonderful composition and capture of the bee. Whites could be brighter. Nice vignette. 
20- Image is a bit chaotic. Colors could be more saturated. Crop in tighter. 
21- Subject is tack sharp. Rest of the image is much too bright. Vignetting would really help 

here. 
22- Beautiful bird. Not tack sharp. Log is over exposed. Background is too bright. 
23- Colors of the building seem accurate. Shooting straight-on might be better. Powerlines 

are distracting. 
24- Lovely colors of the woman’s outfit and the llama’s head dress. Background is 

distracting. 
25- Nice colors and depth of field. Background could use a vignette to focus attention on the 

flowers more tightly. 
26- Lovely environmental portrait. Silhouetting of people works well. Colors are well 

rendered. Color reflection in the water works well. 
27- While not a lot of color, image is well exposed. Subject is sharp. 
28- Lots of colors in the subjects’ attire. LHS is too tightly cropped. 
29- Good mix of colors, shapes, and textures. Image is a bit soft. Far background lights are 

not needed. 
30- Subdued colors work here. Too tightly cropped on the top. 

 


